Moscow Death Brigade and True Rebel raised 2700 Euro for the elderly and disabled
MOSCOW DEATH BRIGADE - a ski-mask wearing techno/rap/punk band from Russia, together with TRUE
REBEL - a street wear brand from Germany, have raised 2700 Euro for “Enjoyable Ageing” Foundation - a
Russian independent non-profit that helps the elderly and disabled, as well as given out 600 protective
face masks to the homeless in Germany.
In summer 2020 at the first peak of the COVID-19 pandemic MDB and True Rebel printed and sold
branded protective face masks with the logos of both, with all profits going to “Enjoyable Ageing”
Foundation in Russia - one of the biggest independent non-profits, whose volunteers help the elderly
and the disabled. For each mask sold MDB and True Rebel also gave out a mask to the homeless in
Germany. The campaign slogan was: “Help the homeless, help the old and protect your community!”.
Ski Mask G of Moscow Death Brigade:
“We are extremely grateful to our international Brother & Sisterhood for supporting this charitable
cause - all of you made it reality. And special thanks to Philgood Company and our friend activist
@superrrrkate for helping us deal with all the formalities and many organizational issues. COVID-19 and
all the lockdowns have hit many people hard, and the old and the homeless are the most at-risk groups.
Together we raised a significant amount of money that will go a long way helping the elderly through
one of the most respectable and trustworthy Russian non-profits! It is not our first charity campaign
with True Rebel and we are always happy to work with them.”
“ENJOYABLE AGEING” FOUNDATION (Фонд “Старость в Радость”) is a Russian non-governmental
charitable foundation dedicated to helping people with disabilities and elderly people living in nursing
homes and psycho-neurological sanitariums. It has existed as a group of volunteers since 2006 and as a
foundation since 2011. The activity is aimed at more than 150 institutions in 25 regions of Russia. The
foundation buys food and medicines, provides the necessary care, provides leisure, and also helps in the
repair of the institutions.
TRUE REBEL STORE is an antifascist street wear brand from Germany with a branch in Switzerland. The
company operates an international online shop as well as has a physical store in Hamburg. Over their
history True Rebel has taken part in numerous non-profit campaigns supporting various causes in
different countries.
MOSCOW DEATH BRIGADE is a techno/rap/punk band from Russia that plays “Circle Pit Hip-Hop”: a
unique and aggressive mix of electronic music, hardcore punk and rap, steeped in graffiti and street
culture and flavored with a positive social message. The band’s 70+ show headlining tour in support of
the latest album “BAD ACCENT ANTHEMS” was postponed from 2020 to 2021.
Links:
“Enjoyable Ageing” Foundation (Rus): https://starikam.org/about/
MDB x TRUE REBEL Masks: https://true-rebel-store.com/Moscow-Death-Brigade-True-Rebel-FaceMask-Black
True Rebel: https://true-rebel-store.com/
Moscow Death Brigade: https://www.facebook.com/moscowdeathbrigade/

